Novel core–shell structured Si/S-doped-carbon composite with buffering voids as high performance anode for Li-ion batteries
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A novel core–shell structured Si/S-doped-carbon composite with buffering voids (Si/v-SC), was prepared by a facile hydrothermal method using glucose as carbon source and simultaneously chemical polymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) in the presence of Si@SiO2 nanoparticles, and followed by carbonization and removal of the SiO2 layer. The results showed that the Si nanoparticles were embedded in the S-doped-carbon buffer space to form a core–shell structure. Compared to the Si/carbon composite (Si/v-C) without S-doping in carbon layer, the Si/v-SC composite electrode showed improved cycling and rate performance, exhibiting a reversible capacity of 664 mA h g–1 over 300 cycles at the current of 0.4 A g–1 and a high capacity of 537 mA h g–1 even at 10 A g–1. The effects of S-doping on the properties of carbon material were further investigated. XRD and Raman test revealed that the S-doping increased the interspace of carbon crystal face, and improved the amorphous structure of carbon and thus the initial coulombic efficiency.

Introduction

Silicon (Si) is one of the most promising next generation anode materials for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) due to its ultrahigh theoretical capacity (4200 mA h g–1) and the low Li-uptake potential.1–8 Unfortunately, the major obstacles to the practical use in LIBs for Si anode are its low intrinsic electrical conductivity and the severe volume change (400%) during the lithiation and delithiation processes which lead to the pulverization of Si active particles, unstable solid electrolyte interface film (SEI) on the surface of the Si anode and consequently causes rapid capacity decay of the cell.1–7

Carbon is usually used as a matrix in the Si/carbon composites, aiming to utilize the good flexibility, conductivity and SEI formation ability of carbon component.6–10 The carbon matrix can not only act as conductive medium to compensate for the intrinsic low conductivity of Si component, but also accommodate the large volume variation of Si particles over cycling, thus improving the cycle stability and rate capability.10,11 Unfortunately, because of insufficient internal volume for accommodating the severe volume change of Si particles, especially over long cycling at high current density, these conventional Si/carbon composites show limited success for the use of anode materials in LIBs.11,14 Creating suitable voids between the carbon layer and Si particles in Si/carbon composite facilitates to further buffer the volume variation of Si is one of effective methods to overcome this problem.15–17

Previously, we also reported a novel Si/porous-C composite with buffering voids.18 However, the carbon components in these Si composites usually cause a large irreversible capacity loss during the first cycle and correspondingly a low initial coulombic efficiency (CE), which limits the practical use of these Si/carbon composites in industry.18

Heteroatom such as S- and N-doped carbon as anode materials of LIBs have shown high lithiation capacity (even exceeding the theoretical capacity of graphitic carbon anode) and longer cycling life.19,20 We previously reported Si/3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene:poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) and Si/S-doped-carbon composite as anode materials which exhibited extraordinary high CE.11,22 However, the cycling stability of these composites is not satisfied enough for the practical applications, due to the poor distribution of Si particles and the insufficient internal volume in the composite for accommodating the severe volume variation.

In this paper, a novel silicon/S-doped carbon composite, core–shell structured Si/S-doped carbon composite with buffering voids (Si/v-SC), was prepared by a facile hydrothermal method in the presence of Si nanoparticles, followed by a carbonizing process and subsequent removal of SiO2 template. The structural characterization and electrochemical properties of the composite have been investigated in detail. The effects of S-doping on the properties of carbon materials without coupling with Si nanoparticles were comparably investigated as a simplifying system.
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**Experiment**

**Materials**

Si nanoparticles were purchased from Xuzhou Jie chuang New Material Technology Company. EDOT (99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Company. PSS (MW: 70 000) was purchased from Acros Organics. Glucose (>99%), Fe₂(SO₄)₃ (>99%) and (NH₄)₂S₂O₈ (>98%) were obtained from Tianjin Fuchen Chemicals Reagent Factory. Hydrofluoric acid (HF) (≥40%) was purchased from Guangzhou Chemicals Reagent Company. All chemicals were used as received. The Celgard 2400 was employed as a separator.

**Preparation of Si/v-SC composite**

Si/v-SC was prepared by a facile hydrothermal method using glucose as carbon source and simultaneously chemical polymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) as sulfur source in the presence of Si@SiO₂ nanoparticles which obtained after oxidation of Si nanoparticles, followed by carbonization and removal of the SiO₂ layer. The schematic fabrication process of Si/v-SC is illustrated in Fig. 1. In a typical procedure, Si nanoparticles (0.3 g) was calcined in an air atmosphere at 600 °C for 3 h to form a layer of SiO₂ coating on the surface to get Si@SiO₂ nanoparticles (0.35 g). EDOT (0.3 g) was added to a solution of PSS (0.58 g) in 30 mL deionized water, and stirred further for 2 h. Glucose (1 g) was then added into the above solution. After stirring for 2 h, the catalyst solution of (NH₄)₂S₂O₈ (0.08, 0.16, 0.33, 0.5 g)/Fe₂(SO₄)₃ (0, 0.32, 0.64, 1.32, 2 mg) was then added to the reaction mixture. In this solution, Si@SiO₂ nanoparticles (0.35 g) was added and dispersed by sonication for 2 h. This suspension was then heat-treated in a sealed steel autoclave at 150 °C for 6 h under an Ar atmosphere at a heating rate of 3 °C min⁻¹. A solid precipitate (noted as Si/v-SC-P) was recovered, washed with water/ethanol, dried under vacuum at 60 °C for 24 h, and then calcined at 800 °C for 3 h under Ar atmosphere. The obtained composite was then treated with 10 wt% HF solution for 2 h to remove the SiO₂ layer. The final product of Si/v-SC was dried under vacuum at 60 °C for 24 h after centrifugation and washing with water/ethanol. As comparison, Si/carbon composite with buffering voids composite (Si/v-C) was prepared through the same method without the S-containing EDOT, PSS and (NH₄)₂S₂O₈/Fe₂(SO₄)₃.

**Characterization**

Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) were carried out on a tensor 27 spectrometer from 4000 to 400 cm⁻¹ (Bruker, Germany). The morphology and microstructure of samples were characterized by transmission electron microscope (TEM) (JEOL JEM 2100F, Japan) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Hitachi S-4800, Japan). The conductivity of the products was measured through 2-wire Ohms method using the IM6e electrochemical workstation (Zahner, Germany) at 25 °C. The crystal structures and composition of samples were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (PANALYTICAL, the Netherlands) and HR800 Confocal Raman system (HORIBA Jobin Yvon, France). The XPS spectra were obtained with ESCALAB250 XPS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) at 2 × 10⁻⁸ mbar, using Al K (1486.6 eV) radiation at 15 keV of anode voltage. Thermogravimetric analysis measurements (TGA) were carried out on a STA409PC/PFEIFFER VACUUM TGA-7 analyzer (NETZSCH-Geratebau GmbH, Germany) in either air or an Ar atmosphere with a flow rate of 30 mL min⁻¹ from 30 °C to 800 °C.

**Electrochemical measurement**

Electrochemical measurements of samples were performed by coin-type half cells (CR2025) that were assembled in an Ar-filled glovebox. The working electrode were constructed as follows: 70 wt% active material, 20 wt% carbon black and 10 wt% carboxymethyl cellulose in an aqueous solution were mixed, and the slurry was coated on a copper foil at room temperature and dried under vacuum at 60 °C overnight and then pressed to obtain the electrode sheets. The loading level of the active material is 0.7, 0.4 and 0.5 mg cm⁻² for Si, Si/v-C and Si/v-SC electrode, respectively. The counter electrode was Li foil, the separator was Celgard 2400 and the electrolyte solution was 1 M LiPF₆ EC/DEC/DMC (v/v/v = 1 : 1 : 1) with 5% FEC. The cells were aged for 24 h before further measurements. A
galvanostatic cycling test of the assembled cells was carried out on a Shenzhen Neware battery cycler (China) at various rates between cut-off voltages of 0.01 and 1.5 V (vs Li/Li') at 25 °C. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were recorded on an IM6e electrochemical workstation (Zahner, Germany). EIS was measured by applying an oscillating voltage of 5 mV over the frequency ranging from 10⁻² to 10⁶ Hz. CV was conducted in cells at different scan rates from 10 mV to 1.5 V.

Results and discussion

Structural characterization

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to characterize the formation of the Si/v-SC including the hydrothermal and carbonization process. As shown in Fig. 2a, the FTIR characteristic peak of C═O/C═C vibration band at 1705/1620 cm⁻¹ in spectra of Si/v-SC-P confirmed the dehydration of glucose during the hydrothermal process.¹³ For Si/v-SC-P, the =C–H deformation vibration peak of EDOT at 891 cm⁻¹ disappeared. The –C–S– bond at 980 cm⁻¹, the stretching vibration of the –C–O–C– bond at 1090 cm⁻¹, and the C–C and C═C stretches from thiophene ring at 1335 cm⁻¹ appeared correspondingly, confirming the successful polymerization of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT). For Si/v-SC, the typical bands of the thiophene ring at 1335 cm⁻¹ from PEDOT disappeared, indicating that PEDOT was completely transformed into carbon after carbonization process.²¹ The content of Si and carbon in the Si/v-SC composite is estimated to be 61.7 and 38.3 wt%, based on the thermal gravimetric curves, respectively (Fig. 2b).

XRD and Raman measurement were conducted to further examine the structures of these samples. All of Si, Si/v-SC-P and Si/v-SC showed the characteristic diffraction peaks of Si at 2θ of about 28.4°, 47.4°, 56.2°, 69.2° and 76.5°, corresponding to the (111), (220), (311), (400) and (331) planes of Si crystals (JCPDS no. 27-1402), respectively (Fig. 3a).²²,²³ The peaks of Si remained indicate that the high temperature hydrothermal reaction and the followed carbonization process did not change the crystal structure of Si. For Si/v-SC, two weak and broad diffraction peaks were observed at about 23° and 43° corresponding to the amorphous carbon in the composite (Fig. 3a(i) and (ii)).²⁴ Raman spectra of Si, Si/v-SC-P and Si/v-SC were presented in Fig. 3b. For all these samples, the characteristic peaks of Si were observed at 295, 520 and 940 cm⁻¹. For both Si/v-SC-P and Si/v-SC, the peak at around 520 cm⁻¹ was somewhat broadened and downshifted to lower wavenumber compared with Si (Fig. 3b(i)), probably due to a masking effect induced by carbon coating layer.²¹ For Si/v-SC-P, the characteristic peaks of PEDOT, the C–C inter-ring stretching vibration at 1267 cm⁻¹, the C=C symmetrical/asymmetrical stretching vibration at 1433/1510 cm⁻¹, were clearly observed (Fig. 3b(ii)).²⁶ After carbonization, these characteristic peaks of PEDOT disappeared for Si/v-SC sample. The weak peaks at 1340 and 1580 cm⁻¹ corresponding to the D and G band of carbon component, typical for amorphous carbon and crystalline graphite, were observed for Si/v-SC (Fig. 3b(iii)).²⁴ From SEM and TEM images of Si nanoparticles, the particle size of the bare Si nanoparticle ranges from 30 to 80 nm with a spherical shape (Fig. 4a and b). Fig. 4c showed that the Si@SiO₂ nanoparticle ranged from 50 to 100 nm with a spherical shape, covered with a 10 nm thick SiO₂ layer (Fig. 4c inset). The Si/v-SC-P composite consisted of the amorphous carbon coated Si@SiO₂ (Fig. 4d). After the carbonization process and removal of SiO₂ layer, a 10–12 nm thick space surrounded with Si nanoparticles was observed clearly for Si/v-SC (Fig. 5a). Consistent with the SEM result, TEM image also showed that the Si nanoparticles in Si/v-SC were buried in the carbon shell.

![Fig. 2](image-url) FTIR spectra of EDOT, Si, Si/v-SC-P and Si/v-SC (a). TG curves of Si and Si/v-SC under Ar atmospheres (b).

![Fig. 3](image-url) XRD patterns of Si, Si/v-SC-P and Si/v-SC (a), and partial magnification XRD patterns of the samples (a, insert). Raman spectrum of Si, Si/v-SC-P and Si/v-SC (b), and partial magnification Raman shift of the samples (b, insert).
with buffering voids (Fig. 5b–d). SEM examination combined with EDS mapping for the elements Si, C and S are provided in Fig. 6. EDS analysis showed that the weight ratio of S in the Si/v-SC composite was 2 wt% (Fig. 6). For Si/v-SC, 5.2 wt% of the S element was doped in the carbon component in the Si/v-SC composite. The bright regions are relevant to the presence of the elements Si, C and S, indicating that S and C are distributed homogenously covered the Si nanoparticles (Fig. 6b–d).

XPS experiments were used to investigate the bonding state of C and S atom in Si/v-SC composite (Fig. 7). The C 1s spectrum is composed of three peaks at the binding energies of 284.6 eV, 285.7 eV and 286.5 eV, the first two peaks corresponding to C atoms with sp² hybridization and sp³ hybridization and the third peak at higher binding energy corresponding to C–S.²⁷ The S 2p spectrum shows three main peaks at 164.0, 165.1 and 168.5 eV, corresponding to the sulphide bridge (–C–S–C–) for the first two peaks and to the sulphone bridge (–C–SO₂–C–) for the third peak.²⁷,²⁸ The sulphide bridge form of the doped sulfur in the amorphous carbon anode can increase the lithiation capacity of the cells, which may have a favorable effect on improving the electrochemical performance of Si/v-SC.²¹

Electrical conductivities of Si, Si/v-C and Si/v-SC were measured by employing 2-wire Ohms measurement apparatus (Fig. 8). Compared with Si sample (2.7 × 10⁻⁶ S cm⁻¹), the composite samples exhibited higher conductivities due to the electrically conductive carbon component. Specifically, the conductivity of Si/v-SC sample (10.7 S cm⁻¹) is higher than that of Si/v-C (3.1 S cm⁻¹), indicating that the S-doping increases the conductivity of the composite.

Electrochemical characterization

The initial voltage profile for Si, Si/v-C and Si/v-SC showed a typical lithiation/delithiation plateau of Si around 0.15 and 0.4 V (Fig. 9a).²⁹–³¹ Whereas, Si/v-C and Si/v-SC samples exhibited a short charge plateau at about 0.75 V during the first
lithiation process, which could be mainly attributed to the formation of SEI layer on the surface of carbon shell.\textsuperscript{32} Fig. 9b shows the cycling performance of all the samples as anode at a current density of 0.4 A g\textsuperscript{-1}. Si, Si/v-C and Si/v-SC electrode exhibited an initial discharge capacity of 3194, 1793 and 1339 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1}, with an initial CE of 70.8, 64.3 and 83.9%, respectively. Compared with the Si/v-C, the Si/v-SC with S-doping exhibited a higher initial CE, indicating that the S-doping facilitate improving the CE during the first lithiation/delithiation process. The capacity of Si electrode degraded quickly due to the cracking and pulverization of the Si nanoparticles. As a comparison, Si/v-C showed an improved cyclability, retaining a reversible capacity of 827 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} after 105 cycles. Notably, Si/v-SC exhibited the best cycling stability, showing a reversible capacity of 1120 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} (90% capacity retention) after 105 cycles and a capacity of 664 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} even after 300 cycles with a small capacity fading rate of 0.1% per cycle. The excellent cycling stability can be attributed to the confinement of the S-doped carbon shell with a buffering space which efficiently accommodate the mechanical stress induced by the severe volume variation of Si particles over cycling. As shown in Fig. 9c, Si/v-C displayed a relatively fast capacity decrease from 1616 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} at 0.2 A g\textsuperscript{-1} to 430 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} at 10 A g\textsuperscript{-1}. Compared with Si/v-C, Si/v-SC showed better rate performance, retaining a reversible capacity of 1384 and 537 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} at 0.2 A g\textsuperscript{-1} and 10 A g\textsuperscript{-1}. Notably, when the current density returned back to 0.2 A g\textsuperscript{-1}, a reversible capacity of 1160 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} was retained (83.8% of the initial charge capacity). The high reversible capacities and remarkable rate performance of Si/v-SC facilitate its utilization in next generation high-power LIBs.

To better understand the effect of the S-doped-carbon shell on the lithiation/delithiation process of Si/v-SC, CV and EIS measurements were performed. Fig. 10a and b compared the Nyquist plots of Si and Si/v-SC electrode before and after 20 cycles. These Nyquist plots were fitted with the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 10c. This circuit consists of an independent resistor (R\textsubscript{c}), two resistors with constant phase elements (CPE) in parallel and a Warburg diffusion element to account for electrolyte/electrode resistance (R\textsubscript{w}), SEI film resistance (R\textsubscript{SEI}) and charge transfer resistance (R\textsubscript{ct}). The Si/v-SC electrode showed much smaller value and the value change of charge-transfer resistant (R\textsubscript{ct}) before cycling and after 20 cycles (R\textsubscript{ct} (before) = 63 Ω; R\textsubscript{ct} = 95 Ω) for the Si electrode. Fig. 11 showed the CV curves of Si and Si/v-SC electrode recorded at first 5 cycles from 10 mV to 1.5 V. Both of the first discharge process for Si (Fig. 11, insert) and Si/v-SC showed a weak peak around 1.2–1.0 V and a sharp reduction peak below 0.3 V, which can be attributed to the formation of SEI layer and the insertion of Li\textsuperscript{+} into Si host, respectively.\textsuperscript{33} In the subsequent charge process, two broad peaks appeared at 0.39 and 0.53 V, corresponding to the decomposition of the Li\textsubscript{2}Si and the extraction process of Li\textsuperscript{+} from the Si host, respectively. In the
following cycles, the cathodic peak around 1.2–1.0 V disappeared and the cathodic peak at 0.2 V gradually evolved. The characteristic peaks became more pronounced with the increase of scan times, mainly due to the activation of more Si phase during lithiation/delithiation process. Compared with the Si electrode, after the first cycle, CV curves of Si/v-SC electrode showed no significant shift, suggesting an enhanced cycling performance. The EIS and CV analysis demonstrates that the Si/v-SC composite with the buffering void typed S-doped carbon shell exhibits a more favorable electrochemical kinetics, thus a much improved electrochemical performances compared with the Si electrode.

Effects of S-doping

In order to investigate the effects of S-doping on the properties of carbon matrix, S-doped carbon materials (SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5) with different S-doping contents were prepared. EDS analysis showed that three different elements, C, O and S, exist for the SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 sample (Fig. 12a). The weight ratio of S in the SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 sample was 0.97, 1.99, 3.83 and 5.54 wt%, respectively.

Fig. 12b presents the cycling performance of SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 samples. The SC-1 electrode showed a relatively high initial discharge capacity of 1550 mA h g\(^{-1}\) with a very low initial CE of 19%. And, the discharge capacity quickly decreased to 320 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at second cycle. After S-doping, SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 electrode showed improved reversible capacity and initial CE of 35, 32, 52 and 50%, respectively (Table 1). The initial CE of carbon electrode generally increased with increase of the S content, and saturated when the content of S reaches a value of 3.84 wt% (Fig. 12b, insert).

Raman and XRD measurement were conducted to investigate the effects of S-doping on the structure of carbon. As shown in Fig. 12c, the characteristic peak of S=O bond at 1163 cm\(^{-1}\), which is normally assigned to the carbonyl group of the C=O bond, is observed.

---

Fig. 10 Nyquist plots of Si (a) and Si/v-SC (b) electrodes before and after 20 cycles. The equivalent circuit used to model the impedance spectra in (a) and (b) (c).

Fig. 11 CV curves of Si (insert) and Si/v-SC electrode from 1.5 V to 0.01 V at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s\(^{-1}\) (vs. Li/Li\(^+\)).

Fig. 12 EDS spectra (a), electrochemical performance (b), Raman spectrum (c), and XRD patterns (d) of SC-1, SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5.
was clearly observed in the Raman spectra for SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5, indicating the S doping in these samples.\textsuperscript{27,28} The characteristic peak of the D and G band of carbon at 1340 and 1580 cm\textsuperscript{-1} was observed in all the samples, typical for amorphous carbon and crystalline graphite, respectively.\textsuperscript{24} The intensity ratio of D/G band ($I_D/I_G$) for all the samples was shown in Table 1. The value of $I_D/I_G$ increased with increase of the S content in these S-doped carbon samples, and thus the increased amorphous character.

After S-doping, the XRD peak of the carbon (002) plane for SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and SC-5 is somewhat downshifted to a lower wavenumber (Fig. 12d). The interspace of carbon (002) crystal face ($d_{002}$) for all samples was calculated and was shown in Table 1. The distance of carbon crystal face increased with increase of the S content in these S-doped carbon samples, primarily due to the doping of S atom with larger atomic radius ($A$) in the carbon matrix. The carbon interlayer with increased distance in anode material can increase the reversibility of lithiation/delithiation of the cells, which have a favorable effect on improving the electrochemical performance of the carbon material.\textsuperscript{15}

### Conclusions

The Si/S-doped carbon with buffering voids composite (Si/v-SC) was prepared by a facile hydrothermal reaction of glucose and simultaneously chemical polymerization of S-containing monomer EDOT in the presence of Si@SiO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles, followed by carbonization and removal of the SiO\textsubscript{2} template layer. The Si nanoparticles were embedded in the S-doped carbon buffer space to form a core–shell structure. Compared to the Si/carbon composite without the S-doping (Si/v-C), the Si/v-SC composite electrode showed improved conductivity, cycling and rate performance, exhibiting a reversible capacity of 664 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} over 300 cycles at the current of 0.4 A g\textsuperscript{-1} and a high capacity of 537 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1} even at 10 A g\textsuperscript{-1}. XRD and Raman test revealed that the S-doping increased the interspace of carbon crystal face, and improved the amorphous structure of carbon and thus the initial coulombic efficiency.
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